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crossed rib

★★
★

in flint

Worked in Crea Harmony yarn in Flint, this square
for your reversible throw is knitted in a detailed
rib pattern that uses twisted and crossed stitches
to create the interesting design. Follow the stepby-step instructions overleaf carefully.

128

flint square
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 4 (3.5mm)
Stitch: crossed rib

128 patchwork Collection
★★
★

try this!

crossed rib SQUARE IN flint
See “reading a pattern card” for the list of
abbreviations.

To learn how to knit the crossed rib, follow the
instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1 Cast on a multiple of 4 stitches plus 2.

The first 6 rows set the rib sequence.
Row 1: Knit 2, repeat purl 2, knit 2 to the
end of the row. Row 2: Purl 2, repeat knit 2,
purl 2 to the end of the row. Rows 3 to 6:
Repeat Rows 1 and 2 twice.

3 Knit the second stitch on the left needle,
leaving the stitch on the needle, then purl the
first stitch and slip both stitches off the needle
together—2 stitches have been twisted to the
right (abbreviated as Tw2R).

5 Row 9: Knit 1, purl 1, take the right needle

behind the left and knit into the back of the
second st on the left needle. Now knit into the
back of the first stitch and slip both stitches off the
needle together. You have crossed 2 stitches to the
left (abbreviated as Cr2L). Repeat purl 2, Cr2L to
the last 2 stitches, purl 1, knit 1.

throw

C1

2 Row 7: Knit 1, take the right needle behind
the left and purl the second stitch on the left
needle through the back of the loop; leave
the stitch on the needle. Knit the first stitch
and slip both stitches off left needle
together—2 stitches have been twisted to the
left (abbreviated as Tw2L).

4 Repeat Tw2L, Tw2R to the last stitch, knit 1.

Row 8: Purl 1, knit 1, p2, repeat knit 2, purl 2 to
the last 2 stitches, knit 1, purl 1.

6 Row 10: Purl 1, knit 1, purl 2, then repeat knit 2,
purl 2 to the last 2 stitches, knit 1, purl 1. Row
11: Knit 1, repeat Tw2R, Tw2L to the last stitch,
knit 1. Row 12: Repeat Row 2. These 12 rows
form the pattern.

When you have tacked your squares together,
label them C1. You’ll need this reference when
you join the squares for your throw. Keep the
squares safe in your workbasket.

SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
Tw2L = twist 2 left worked as follows:
p the second st on the left needle tbl,
then k the first st and sl both sts off the
needle tog.
Tw2R = twist 2 right worked as follows:
k the second st on the left needle, then
p the first st and sl both sts off the needle tog.
Cr2L = cross 2 left worked as follows: k
into the back of the second st on the left
needle, then k into the back of first st and sl
both sts off the needle tog.
to make
Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and
Harmony, cast on 34 sts.
Row 1 (rs): K2, *p2, k2, rep from * to the
end of the row.
Row 2: P2, *k2, p2, rep from * to the end of
the row.
Rows 3 to 6: Rep Rows 1 and 2 twice.
Row 7: K1, *Tw2L, Tw2R, rep from * to the
last st, k1.
Row 8: P1, k1, p2, *k2, p2, rep from * to the
last 2 sts, k1, p1.
Row 9: K1, p1, Cr2L, *p2, Cr2L, rep from
* to the last 2 sts, p1, k1.
Row 10: P1, k1, p2, *k2, p2, rep from * to the
last 2 sts, k1, p1.
Row 11: K1, *Tw2R, Tw2L, rep from * to the
last st, k1.
Row 12: Rep Row 2.
These 12 rows form the patt.
Rep them twice more, then work Rows
1 to 4 again. Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is enough
to work 2 whole squares. If you find you
work tightly, or loosely, change your needle
size—see know-how 1, reading a pattern
card, gauge square.

joining the squares

Block your squares, see blocking your
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong
sides together and the edges matching,
tack around the outer edge, stitching
about one stitch from the edge.
watch the video
www.knit-and-stitch.com

patchwork Collection

openwork ladders
in moonstone

Knitted in Harmony Moonstone, this square for your
throw revisits the openwork ladders stitch. The
openwork pattern is worked over two rows and
stitches are increased and decreased, so make sure
you have the correct number at the end of each row.

throw

D4

moonstone square
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 4 (3.5mm)
Stitch: openwork ladders

129

★★

129 patchwork Collection

★★

try this!

openwork ladders
square in moonstone

To learn how to knit the openwork ladders stitch, follow
the instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1 Cast on a multiple of 6 stitches plus 1.
Row 1: Knit the first stitch. Slip the next stitch
knitwise, knit 1, then pass the slipped stitch
over the knit stitch (abbreviated as skpo).

2 Bring the yarn to the front of the knitting
between the needles (abbreviated as yfd),
knit the next stitch—the yarn will lay across
the right needle.

See “reading a pattern card” for the list of
abbreviations.
to make
Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and
Harmony, cast on 27 sts.
Row 1: K2, *skpo, yfd, k1, yfd, k2tog, k1, rep
from * to the last st, k1.
Row 2: K1, p3, k1, *p5, k1, rep from * to the
last 4 sts, p3, k1.
These 2 rows form the patt.
Rep them 19 more times. Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is enough
to work 2 whole squares. If you find you
work tightly, or loosely, change your
needle size—see know-how 1, reading a
pattern card, gauge square.

designer’s tip
3 Work yfd, then knit the next 2 stitches
together (abbreviated as k2tog), knit 1.
Repeat skpo, yfd, knit 1, yfd, k2tog, knit
1 to the end of the row. You have formed
eyelets in the knitting by working skpo,
yfd and yfd, k2tog. These will show once
you have worked the next row.

4 Row 2: Purl 3, knit 1. Repeat purl 5,
knit 1 to the last 3 stitches, purl 3.
These 2 rows form the pattern and
are repeated throughout to form the
openwork ladders fabric.

joining the squares

Block your squares, see blocking your work, knowhow 3. Then, with wrong sides together and the edges
matching, tack around the outer edge, stitching about
one stitch from the edge.
watch the video
www.knit-and-stitch.com

throw

D4

When you have tacked your
squares together, label them
D4. You’ll need this reference
when you join the squares for
your throw. Keep the squares
safe in your workbasket.

This pattern is worked on
a multiple of 6 stitches plus
1 stitch, as shown in the
steps and video. To obtain the
correct width, one stitch has
been added at each end
of the rows in the instructions
for the square.

FaSHION MAKES

• 7 [8:8:9:9:10] x 3½ oz. (100g) balls of
Stylecraft Alpaca Tweed Chunky
in Mole
• Pair of size 8 and 10 (5.0mm and
6.0mm) knitting needles
• Stitch holder
• Tapestry needle
• 3 buttons, ⅞ in. (2.2cm) in diameter

• USE YOU
GE

ry • USE YO
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Materials

★★

TITCH lib
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Knitted in a tweedy
alpaca yarn, this
sweater is soft and
chunky. It is worked in
stockinette stitch with
a patterned yoke, and
has an open neck with
button fastenings.

KNOWLE
D
UR

man’s tweed sweater
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SIZES
To suit chest 36–38[40–42:44–46:48–50:52–
54:56–58] in. (91-97[102-107:112-117:
122-127:132-137:142-147]cm).
Actual measurement
39¾[44:48⅞:53⅛:57⅞:62¼] in.
(101[112:124:135:147:158]cm).
Length to back neck
26¾[27⅛:27½:27½28:28⅜] in.
(68[69:70:70:71:72]cm).
Sleeve seam 18½ in. (47cm).
Gauge
14 sts and 20 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over st st.
14 sts and 26 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over patt.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
TO MAKE
BACK: Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles, cast on
64[72:80:88:96:104] sts.
Rib row 1 (rs): K3, *p2, k2, rep from * to the
last st, k1.
Rib row 2: K1, p2, *k2, p2, rep from * to the
last st, k1.
Rep these 2 rows for 3⅛ in. (8cm), ending
with Row 1.
Next row (ws): P5[6:7:8:9:10], (pup,
p9[10:11:12:13:14] sts) 6 times, pup, p to the
end of the row. 71[79:87:95:103:111] sts.
Change to size 10 (6.0mm) needles.
Beg with a k row, cont in st st until the work
measures 17⅜ in. (44cm) from the beg, ending
with a p row.
Now work in the patt as foll:
Rows 1 and 2: P to the end of the row.
Row 3 (rs): K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to the end
of the row.
Row 4: P to the end of the row.
These 4 rows form the patt.**
Cont in the patt until the work measures
24⅞[25⅛:25½:25½:26:26⅜] in.
(63[64:65:65:66:67]cm) from the beg,
ending with a ws row.
Shape shoulders
Bind off 4[5:5:6:6:7] sts at the beg of the
next 8 rows, 5[5:6:6:7:7] sts at the beg of the
next 2 rows and 5[4:7:6:8:8] sts at the beg of
the foll 2 rows.
Cut yarn and place the rem 19[21:21:23:
25:25] sts on a holder.
FRONT: Work as given for the back to **.
Patt 1 row.
Divide for opening
Next row (ws): P33[37:41:45:49:53], bind off
5 sts (the center sts), p to the end of the row.
Cont on the last set of 33[37:41:45:49:53] sts
for the left side of the neck.

Cont straight until the front measures
15[17:19:19:21:23] rows less than the back
to the shoulder, ending at the neck edge.
(For the right side of the neck work 1 more
row here.)
Shape neck
Bind off 4[5:5:6:7:7] sts at the beg of the next
row. 29[32:36:39:42:46] sts.
Dec 1 st at the neck edge on the next 3 rows.
26[29:33:36:39:43] sts.
Work 11[13:15:15:17:19] rows straight, ending at
the side edge.
Shape shoulder
Bind off 4[5:5:6:6:7] sts at the beg of the
next and 3 foll alt rows and 5[5:6:6:7:7] sts at
the beg of the foll alt row.
Work 1 row. Bind off the rem 5[4:7:6:8:8] sts.
With the rs facing, rejoin the yarn to the rem
sts and complete to match the left side of
the neck, noting the bracketed exception.
SLEEVES: Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles,
cast on 28[28:32:32:32:36] sts.
Rib row 1 (rs): K3, *p2, k2, rep from * to the
last st, k1.
Rib row 2: K1, p2, *k2, p2, rep from * to the
last st, k1.
Rep these 2 rows for 3⅛ in. (8cm), ending
with Row 1.
Next row (ws): P to the end of the row,
working pup 0[2:0:2:4:4] times evenly across
the row. 28[30:32:34:36:40] sts.
Change to size 10 (6.0mm) needles.
Beg with a k row, cont in st st, but inc 1 st at
each end of the next and every foll 4th row
until there are 42[50:58:56:42:46] sts, then
on every foll 6th[6th:6th:4th:4th:4th] row
until there are 54[58:62:66:70:74] sts.
Cont without shaping until the work
measures 18½ in. (47cm) from the beg,
ending with a p row. Bind off loosely leaving
a long yarn tail.
NECKBAND: Join the shoulder seams.
With the rs facing, join yarn and using
size 8 (5.0mm) needles, pick up and k
23[26:27:28:31:32] sts evenly along the right
front neck, k the back neck sts from the
holder inc 3[3:1:1:1:3] sts evenly, then pick up
and k 23[26:27:28:31:32] sts evenly along the
left front neck. 68[76:76:80:88:92] sts.
Beg with Rib row 2, work 30 rows in rib as
for the back. Bind off evenly in rib leaving a
long yarn tail.
Place a marker at each end of the 16th row.
BUTTONHOLE BORDER: With the rs facing,
join yarn and using size 8 (5.0mm) needles,
pick up and k 16 sts along the edge of the left
side of the neckband from the marker, then

pick up and k 24 sts along the straight edge
of the left front opening. 40 sts.
Beg with Rib row 2, work 2 rows in rib as for
the back.
Buttonhole row: Rib 8, (bind off 3 sts, rib until
there are 9 sts on the right needle after the
bind-off group) twice, bind off 3 sts, rib to the
end of the row.
Next row: Rib to the end of the row, casting on
3 sts over those bound off in the previous row.
Rib 3 more rows. Bind off evenly in rib.
BUTTON BORDER: With the rs facing, join yarn
and using size 8 (5.0mm) needles, pick up and
k 24 sts along the straight edge of the right
front opening, then pick up and k 16 sts along
the edge of the right side of the neckband to
the marker. 40 sts.
Beg with Rib row 2, work 7 rows in rib as for
the back. Bind off in rib leaving a long yarn tail.
FINISHING
Block the knitting using the spray method.
Weave in the ends. Fold the neckband to the
wrong side at the markers and sew neatly in
place. Overlapping the buttonhole border over
the button border, sew the side edges of the
borders to the bind-off sts at the centerfront neck. Mark the depth of the armholes
7½[7⅞:8⅝:9:9⅞:10¼] in. (19[20:22:23:25:26]
cm) from the shoulder seams on the back
and the front. Sew the bind-off edge of
the sleeves to the armholes between the
markers, then join the side and sleeve seams.
Sew on the buttons to correspond with the
buttonholes.
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slipper socks
These cozy slippers are knitted in a soft,
chunky yarn in simple garter stitch.
They have a neat, fold-back cuff and are
trimmed with a contrasting pom-pom.

accessories

40

★

Materials
• 3 x 1 oz. (25g) balls of Crea
Grisaille in Fog
• 1 x 1 oz. (25g) ball of Crea
Grisaille in Moss
• Pair of size 6 (4.0mm) knitting
needles
• Stitch marker
• Tapestry needle
• Pom-pom maker, 1½ in. (4cm)
in diameter, or thin cardboard,
pencil, pair of compasses and
scissors
Go to knit-and-stitch.com
to buy Crea yarn. See the
information chart for full details
on all the Crea yarns.

ry • USE YO
ra

40 accessories
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SIZES
Small[medium:large].
Gauge
20 sts and 20 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over g st.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
TO MAKE
Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles and Fog, cast on
68[76:84] sts.
K 9 rows.
Next row: K 34[38:42] sts, place marker, k to the
end of the row.
Next row: K to within 3 sts of the marker, k2tog, k1,
sl marker, k1, k2tog, k to the end of the row.
Rep last row until 34[36:38] sts rem.
Next row: K16[17:18], turn and leave the rem sts on
a spare needle.
Work on the first set of sts as foll:
Inc 1 st at the beg of the next and every foll alt row
until there are 22[23:24] sts.
Work 1 row. Bind off leaving a long yarn tail.
Rejoin the yarn to the sts on the spare needle, bind
off 2 sts, k to the end of the row. 16[17:18] sts.
Inc 1 st at the end of the next and every foll alt row
until there are 22[23:24] sts.
Work 1 row. Bind off leaving a long yarn tail.
Make another slipper in the same way.
FINISHING
Fold each slipper in half and join the back seam,
then join the cast-on edges together for the base.
Using Moss, make two pom-poms 1½ in. (4cm) in
diameter and sew one to the top of each slipper,
just below the opening. Fold the top edge over to
the right side.

designer’s tip
These cozy slippers are not suitable
for hard floors, such as wood.
To make the soles anti-slip, and
longer-lasting, you can sew on
lightweight leather or suede soles.

Customizing techniques

designer’s notebook:
duplicate stitch numbers
Personalize your projects with duplicate
stitch numbers worked in various sizes.

N

umbers can be used to personalize
items by adding a date, an age or
a sequence for counting—on a child’s
toy, for example. Work the numbers in
duplicate stitch (see Customizing Techniques
5) directly onto your projects, or onto
a knitted patch or pocket which can then
be attached to an item you have made.

number charts
Use these numbers as a starting point to chart your own set of numbers.

Always match the thickness of the yarn to
your project so that you get an even coverage,
and use a tapestry needle with a blunt tip so
that you don’t snag the knitted stitches.
• Worked on a grid
of 6 stitches and
12 rows.

• Worked on a grid of
7 stitches and 13 rows.

• Worked on a grid of 13 stitches
and 25 rows.

charting numbers
CUSTOMIZE YOUR THROW...
Embellish your throw by working
duplicate stitch numbers onto
some of the squares. You could
add the date that you finished
making your throw!

Using a pencil, draw
the outline of a number
on squared paper and
then shade in squares
around it to create a
design to embroider
onto your knitting.

67

67 Customizing techniques

pillow cover
Make a bold
pillow cover.

personaliZed pocket
Embellish a pocket for a kit bag.

bonus templates
visit knit-and-stitch.com

Materials
• 2 x 3½ oz. (100g) balls of Hayfield Chunky
With Wool in Felt Gray
• 1 x 3½ oz. (100g) ball of Hayfield Bonus
Chunky in Paprika
• Pair of size 10½ (6½mm) knitting needles
• Tapestry needle
• Scrap of light-colored yarn for tacking
• Pins
• 17¾ in. (45cm) square pillow pad

size
To fit a 17¾ in. (45cm) square pillow pad.

jacket patch
Sew an embroidered
patch to a garment.

beanie
Add a small
number to a
knitted hat.

gauge
12 sts and 18 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over
st st.
abbreviations
See reading a pattern card.
to make (made in one piece)
Using size 10½ (6½mm) needles and
Felt Gray, cast on 50 sts.
Work 10 rows in k1, p1 rib.
Beg with a k row, cont in st st until the
work measures 37⅜ in. (95cm) from
the beg, ending with a p row.
Work 10 rows k1, p1 rib.
Bind off in rib leaving a long yarn tail.

FINISHING
Weave in the ends. Mark the center
of the panel with a horizontal and
a vertical line of tacking stitches to
indicate the center for the number.
Using the tapestry needle and a length
of Paprika, follow the chart below to
work “8” in the center of the panel.
For other numbers in the set, see the
bonus template, details above.
Lay the knitting on a flat surface with
the wrong side facing. With the number
in the center, fold the bind-off edge
down, then fold the cast-on edge up,
overlapping the ends; pin in place. Join
the side seams using the mattress
stitch (see know-how 7), working
through all three thicknesses at the
overlap. Insert the pillow pad.

creative
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half fisherman’s rib

130
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IN PUMICE

Knitted in Crea Paragone in Pumice, and using size
10 (5.0mm) knitting needles, this square for your
beautiful throw is worked in the half ﬁsherman’s
rib. Here we have used the side with wide, short
stitches as the right side of this reversible pattern.

KSC_US_NAT68_P03-04_PW_G0.indd 1

PUMICE SQUARE
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 10 (5.0mm)
Stitch: half ﬁsherman’s rib

18/03/2019 13:56
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TRY THIS!

HALF FISHERMAN’S RIB
SQUARE IN PUMICE

To knit the half ﬁsherman’s rib, follow the instructions
below or go online to watch the video.

1 Cast on an odd number of stitches.
Row 1: Knit to the end of the row.
Row 2: Knit the ﬁrst stitch and purl the
second. Insert the needle into the next
stitch one row below (abbreviated as k1B).

2 Knit the stitch, then purl the next stitch
in the usual way.

See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATION
k1B = k 1 below worked as follows: insert
the needle into the st 1 row below and
knit it.
TO MAKE
Using size 10 (5.0mm) needles and
Paragone, cast on 21 sts.
Row 1: K to the end.
Row 2: K1, p1, *k1B, p1, rep from * to the
last st, k1.
These 2 rows form the patt.
Cont in patt until work measures 4¾ in.
(12cm) from the cast-on edge, ending
Row 1.
Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you
ﬁnd you work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

3 Repeat k1B, purl 1 to the last stitch, then
knit the last stitch. Rows 1 and 2 form the
pattern and are repeated throughout.

4 Two rows appear as one long row on one
side of the fabric.

JOINING THE SQUARES

Block your squares, see blocking your
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong
sides together and the edges matching,
tack around the outer edge, stitching
about one stitch from the edge.
watch the video
www.knit-and-stitch.com

5 On the other side of the fabric the rows
are shorter. For this square we have used
the shorter rows as the right side.

throw

G0

When you have tacked your
squares together, label them
G0. You’ll need this reference
when you join the squares for
your throw. Keep the squares
safe in your workbasket.
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patchwork Collection

crossed double crochet

131

★★

in granite

Crocheted in Crea Provenance in Granite, this square
for your reversible throw is made in rows of double
crochet stitches that are worked out of sequence
to form a cross. This is a fairly easy technique that
produces an interesting stitch pattern.

KSC_NAT68_P05-06_HR.indd 1

GRANITE SQUARE
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Crochet hook: G/6 (4.0mm)
Stitch: crossed double crochet
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131 patchwork Collection
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try this!

crossed double crochet
sQuare in granite

To learn how to work the crossed double crochet stitch,
follow the instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1 Make an odd number of chains.
Foundation row 1: Work 1 single crochet
into the 2nd ch from the hook, then work
1 single crochet into each chain to the end
of the row. Turn the work. You will have an
even number of single crochet stitches.

2 Foundation row 2: Chain 3 (this will
count as the first double crochet), skip the
next single crochet and work 1 double into
the next single crochet.

3 Yarn around hook, then take the hook
behind the double crochet you have just
worked and insert it from front to back
into the single crochet you skipped.

4 Work 1 double crochet; you have made
the crossed double crochet. Skip the next
single crochet, work 1 double crochet into
the next single crochet, take the hook
behind the double crochet you have just
worked and insert it from the front to the
back into the single crochet you skipped and
work 1 double crochet. Repeat this sequence
to the last single crochet, work 1 double
crochet into the last single crochet. Turn.

5 Patt row: Chain 3, skip the next double
crochet, work 1 double crochet into the next
double crochet, taking the hook behind the
double crochet just worked; insert the hook
from the front to the back into the skipped
double crochet and work 1 double crochet.

KSC_NAT68_P05-06_HR.indd 2

6 Repeat this sequence to the last double
crochet, work 1 double crochet into the last
double crochet. Turn. This row forms the
pattern and is repeated throughout to form
the crossed double crochet fabric.

See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.
to make
Using G/6 (4.0mm) hook and
Provenance, ch21.
Foundation row 1: Work 1 sc into the 2nd
ch from the hook, work 1 sc into each ch
to the end. Turn. 20 sc.
Foundation row 2: Ch3 (counts as the
first dc), skip the next sc, work 1 dc into
the next sc, taking the hook behind the
dc just worked, insert the hook from
the front to the back into the skipped sc
and work 1 dc—crossed dc formed. Now
work *skip the next sc, work 1 dc into
the next sc, taking the hook behind the
dc just worked, insert the hook from
the front to the back into the skipped sc
and work 1 dc, rep from * to the last sc,
work 1 dc into the last dc. Turn.
9 crossed dc made.
Now work in patt as foll:
Patt row: Ch3, *skip the next dc, work
1 dc into the next dc, taking the hook
behind the dc just worked, insert the
hook from the front to the back into
the skipped dc and work 1 dc, rep from
* to the last dc, work 1 dc into the last
dc. Turn.
This row forms the patt.
Rep the patt row 9 more times. Fasten
off.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you
find you work tightly, or loosely, change
your hook size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

throw

I11

when you have tacked
your squares together,
label them i11. You’ll
need this reference
when you join the
squares for your throw.
keep the squares safe
in your workbasket.
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FASHION PROJECTS

chic body wrap

60

★★

Keep yourself
warm and cozy
with this cablepatterned body
wrap. It can be
worn wrapped
around the body,
or hung around
the neck as a
layered cowl. To
make it larger just
knit more rows!
MATERIALS
• 8 x 2 oz. (50g) balls of King Cole
Merino Blend Aran in Clerical
• Pair of size 8 (5.0mm) knitting
needles
• Cable needle
• Tapestry needle
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SIZE
Made in one size to ﬁt 32 to 38 in. (81 to 97cm) bust.
Size is adjustable. Width of strip, 7½ in. (19cm)
(slightly stretched).
GAUGE
18 sts and 25 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over st st.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATION
C6B = cable 6 back worked as follows: sl 3 sts onto the
cn and leave at the back of the work, k3, then k the sts
from the cn.
TO MAKE (made in one piece)
Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles, cast on 48 sts.
Row 1 (rs): K1, p1, k1, p2, k2, p2, (k6, p2, k2, p2) 3 times,
k1, p1, k1.
Row 2: K1, p1, k3, p2, k2, (p6, k2, p2, k2) 3 times, k1, p1, k1.
Rows 3 to 6: Rep Rows 1 and 2 twice.
Row 7: K1, p1, k1, p2, k2, p2, (C6B, p2, k2, p2) 3 times, k1,
p1, k1.
Row 8: Rep Row 2.
These 8 rows form the patt. Cont in the patt until the
work measures 94½ in. (240cm), ending with Row 8.
The length can be adjusted here—see designer’s tip.
Bind off, leaving a long yarn tail.
FINISHING
Block the knitting using the spray method. Lay the strip
on a ﬂat surface and arrange as shown in the diagram.
Pin the short ends and the edges at the center back,
then try on and adjust the wrap if necessary. Join the
ends and edges using a ﬂat seam.
Seam

Wrong side

Right side

Right side
Join strips at back

Wrong side

designer’s tip
The size of the body wrap is
easily adjustable. To make it
smaller knit fewer rows; for
a bigger size, knit more rows.
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EASY DOES IT!

teddy’s sweater

RY • USE YO
RA

Teddy will look so smart in this knitted, tweed
sweater. Worked in reverse stockinette stitch
with a central cable panel on the back and
front, it is simple to make. See Easy Does It!
20 for the teddy knitting pattern.

KSC_US_NAT68_P09-10_Ted_sweater.indd 1

42

★

MATERIALS
• 2 x 1 oz. (25g) balls of Crea
Provenance in Granite
• Pair of size 6 (4.0mm)
knitting needles
• Cable needle
• Tapestry needle
Go to knit-and-stitch.com
to buy Crea yarn. See the
information chart for full
details on all the Crea yarns.
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42 EASY DOES IT!
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SIZE
To ﬁt teddy approximately 11⅞ in. (30cm)
tall, see Easy Does It! 20.
GAUGE
22 sts and 30 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over rev
st st.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATION
C6F = cable 6 front worked as follows:
sl 3 sts onto the cn and leave at the front of
the work, k3, then k the sts from the cn.
TO MAKE
BACK: Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles, cast
on 38 sts.
Rib row 1 (rs): K2, *p2, k2, rep from * to the
end of the row.
Rib row 2: P2, *k2, p2, rep from * to the
end of the row.
Rep these 2 rows once more.
Now work in rev st st with cable panel
as foll:
Row 1 (rs): P16, k6, p16.
Row 2: K16, p6, k16.
Row 3: P16, C6F, p16.
Row 4: Rep Row 2.
Rows 5 and 6: Rep Rows 1 and 2.
These 6 rows form the patt.
Cont in patt, work 4 rows.
Shape for sleeves
Keeping patt correct, cast on 15 sts at the
beg of the next 2 rows. 68 sts.
Now work in the patt with a 5-st g st
border on the sleeves for the cuff as foll:
Next row: K5, patt to the last 5 sts, k5.
Next row: Patt to the end of the row.
Rep these 2 rows 6 more times.
Bind off 23 sts at the beg of the next
2 rows. 22 sts.
Now work the 2 rib rows twice for the
neckband.
Bind off loosely in rib, leaving a long
yarn tail.
FRONT: Work as given for the back.
FINISHING
Block the pieces using the spray method.
Weave in the ends. Join the top of the
sleeve and shoulder seams, reversing the
seam on the cuffs. Join the side and lower
sleeve seams, reversing the seam on the
cuffs. Fold back the cuffs.
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designer’s tip
To make it easier to get the sweater
on and off You can add sew-on snaps
along the top of one sleeve. When
knitting the front, work a few extra
rows on one sleeve so that it overlaps the
back slightly. Overlapping the front over
the back, sew a row of sew-on snaps
along both sides of the open edge.
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CUSTOMIZING TECHNIQUES

designer’s notebook:
satin stitch over cord

68

Satin stitch worked over a cord adds
extra deﬁnition to motifs and edgings.

T

his technique produces an interesting
raised effect that can be used to
embellish clothing, accessories,
homewares and soft furnishings.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
THROW...
Embellish some squares
on your throuw with lines
of satin stitch worked
over thick cord. Cover the
ends or leave them free,
as shown here, and make
a feature of them.

Work satin stitch over a length of cord to
create motifs, patterns or straight lines. First
stitch down the cord in the shape you require
then, using a yarn or thread that is compatible
with your project, work satin stitch over the
cord until it is completely hidden.
Match the weight of the yarn or thread to
the size of the cord—fine with narrow cord,
chunky with wide cord.

SATIN STITCH OVER CORD

You can use either cord or string for this embellishment.

1

Cut the cord to size. Stitch it onto the
fabric, taking the stitches through the
cord alternately from side to side. Trim
any loose strands from the ends of the cord.

KSC_US_NAT68_P11-12_CT.indd 1
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expert’s tip
Satin stitch consists
of straight stitches
worked close
together in parallel
lines. To work satin
stitch, see know-how
27 for step-by-step
instructions.

Satin stitch across the cord, either
at right-angles to the cord or on the
diagonal. Arrange the satin stitches
close together so the cord is completely
covered by the stitching.
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68 CUSTOMIZING TECHNIQUES
POCKET TRIM
Decorate the top of a
pocket with a contrast trim.

SHEET EDGING

TABLE MAT

Add one or more lines of cord
to the top of a bed sheet.

Embellish the corner of a linen mat.

daisy trivet

MATERIALS
• 1 x 3½ oz. (100g) hank of Cascade
220 in Natural
• Pair of size 10 (6.0mm) knitting
needles
• Pair of sharp scissors
• Pair of compasses and a pencil
• Thick cord or string
• Sewing needle and sewing thread
• 1 x ½ oz. (10g) ball of Scheepjes
Catona in Saffron
• Scrap of gray yarn
• Chenille needle

SIZE
8¼ in. (21cm) in diameter.
TO MAKE
• Using size 10 (6.0mm) needles
and Natural, cast on 80 sts and
work 80 rows in st st. Bind off
loosely. Felt the knitting (see
know-how 11).

(5cm) in diameter in the center
of the larger circle.
• Use a sewing needle and
sewing thread to stitch a length
of cord around each outline, as
shown on the previous page.
• With a chenille needle and one
strand of Saffron, work satin
stitch over each cord circle, as
shown on the previous page.
• Use a chenille needle and one
strand of gray yarn to work a line
of running stitches around the
outer edge of the daisy, stitching
approximately ¼ in. (5mm) from
the outer edge.

• Enlarge the daisy template as
indicated and cut out. Use the
template and sharp scissors to
cut a daisy from the felted fabric.

A felted wool trivet with circles
of satin stitch over cord.

• Using a pair of compasses and
a pencil, draw a circle 4 in. (10cm)
in diameter in the center of the
daisy, then draw a circle 2 in.

Template. Enlarge by 587%

TEMPLATE
visit knit-and-stitch.com
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